TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
life are just the doings of the world reduced in size and retained in
a framework convenient for watching, I discovered, during the
three years I lived in the country, a hundred incidents as promising
as these, all with a dangerous lead to war.
War, a rapid inflammation of anger and injury from one absurd
infinitesimal spark . . . a forest fire . . , scorched country for years
afterwards. Rationalization of motive for aggression, allies enlisted,
allies not knowing when to shut their mouths, the hope of peace
if only just one small thing had been left unsaid or undone . . .
But as Brambleford, and later on, Ruston Copthall, and now
Brambleford again, are my villages, I am not assembling these into
a Village Book, or into this book. From " somewhere in Eng-
land/' however, I have chosen one tragic little painting of cruelty
and loneliness and lack of understanding; but so suddenly and
vividly illumined at the end, that it blazes like a miracle of living
green, a tree in young leaf against the dead greys and sooty black
of London stone, always infinitely more startling and lovely than a
tree among other green trees in the country.
Young Carrots arrived more or less at the same time as the other
evacuee chilSren from the cities, when the early bombing drove
them out. But he seemed isolated from the rest, who were fairly
tough and quick-witted and found plenty to do. This thin frightened
litde evacuee appeared quite negative except for his terror of the
others; that was positive enough. They used to chase him with
stinging-nettles. When he eventually found sturdy protection
with Miss A., he was very nearly stupid and witless. The boys who
had chased him, charged with what they had done, gave as their
excuse that they had never actually hit him with the nettles, only
chased him. They had not the imagination to realize how far
worse that was, for the hunted. To be hit by stinging-nettles would
Ixave proved it no such dreadful matter. Yet even then, there is
something about nettles, nettles and thorns when they inflict hurt
upon you, more fearful to a child than fist-pummelling or the back
of a hairbrush. Thorns fester, and nettles leave you 'feeling sore
and vulnerable long after the smart has died away. They are
symbols as well as weapons: Nature herself, whom perhaps you
had trusted, turning against you to inflict sting and humiliation and
outrage. To be chased with stinging-nettles. ..
Anyhow, Miss A. rescued him, and he spent much of his time
* sitting with her and feeling safe. They would not dare touch
^	Miss A. was within call; she knew how to deal with
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